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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the first order neutral differential equation with 
piecewise constant argument (NEPCA) 
(1) 
where p and q are constant real nonzero numbers and [ .] is the greatest- 
integer function. 
First order differential equations with piecewise constant arguments of 
delay and advanced type were initiated by Cooke and Wiener [3] and 
Shah and Wiener [4]. Also see [ 1, 2, 5,6] and references cited therein. 
These equations have the structure of continuous dynamical systems within 
intervals of unit length. Continuity of a solution at a point joining two 
consecutive intervals then implies recursion relations for the solution at 
such a point. These equations may have application in certain “sequential- 
continuous” models of disease dynamics as treated in [7]. Also they are 
closed related to impulse and loaded equations and especially, to difference 
equations of a discrete argument. Another point which should be men- 
tioned is that the deviation of the argument of Eq. ( 1 ), r(t) = t - [t + $1, is 
alternatively of different signs on each unit interval [n-f, n + i), i.e., 
r(t)<0 for n-f<t<n and r(t)>0 for n<t<n+$. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
By a solution of Eq. (1) we mean a function y satisfying 
( 1) 4’ is continuous on [ - 4, a ); 
(2) The derivative y’(t) exists at each point t E [ - 4, n;) with the 
possible exception of the points t = II - 1 for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . where one-sided 
derivatives exist; 
(3) Equation (1) is satisfied on each interval [n - 4, n + 4) for 
n = 1, 2, . 
As is customary, a solution of Eq. (1) is called oscillatory if it has 
arbitrarily large zeros. Otherwise, it is called nonoscillatory. 
If an initial function y0 E C( [ - f, 01, R) n C’( ( - $, 0), R) is given, then 
the existence and uniqueness of the solution of Eq. (1) follows by the 
method of steps. Let 
Y(~)=.vo(r) -+r<o, (2) 
where y(t) is the unique solution of Eq. ( 1). If 
Y(n) = c,, n=o, 1,2 , . . . . 
then for f E [n - 4, n + f), Eq. (1) reduces to 
Integrating Eq. (3) from II to t gives 
y(t)+py t+’ =c +pj .+’ +qC,(t-n). ( 2) n ;i 21 
Let t + n + 4; then the continuity of y(t) yields 
Y n+; +PC,+, ( > =c +py .+; +;,c,,; ( 1 
hence 
1 
( > 
2+q c -PC -- 
-I) n+j 7414 n 1 --P ‘!+I’ 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
where we assume p # 1 for a moment. 
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Similarly, for t E [n + 4, n + i), we have 
+qC,+,(t-n-1). (6) 
Let t+n+t; then 
3 ( ) 2+q c Y n+j =2(1-p) nil -p Cn+2. 1-P 
Let t = n + $ in Eq. (6); then we have 
Y n+i +PC,+~=C,+~+PY n+i -iqC,+, 
( > ( > 
(7) 
(8) 
Substituting (5) and (7) into Eq. (8) yields 
2P2C,+z-(2P2+2Pq-q+2)C,+,+(2+q)Cfz=0, (9) 
a second order difference equation with constant coefficients and charac- 
teristic equation 
A solution {C,} of the difference quation (9) is said to be oscillatory if 
the terms C, of the sequence (C,} are not eventually of a fixed sign. 
Otherwise, the solution {C,} is called nonoscillatory. 
LEMMA 1. Every solution of Eq. (9) 1s oscillatory if and only if Eq. (10) 
has no positive real root. 
Proof Let i, and A2 be two roots of Eq. (10). If 2, = 1, = 1< 0, then 
C, = (k, + k,n) A”, 
where k, and k2 are arbitrary constants. Here k, + k,n has the same sign 
as k2 when n is large enough. Hence {C,} is oscillatory since 1” is. 
If II, < 2, < 0, then 
C,=k,A;+k,A;+ [k’+k,(?)“]A;. 
Here k, + k,(il,/;l,)” has the same sign with k, when n is large enough. 
Hence {C,} is oscillatory since ,4; is. 
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If i ,,7=re”H, where r>O and O< 101 <z, then 
C, = r”(k, cos ne + k? sin n0) 
= rn Jk: + k: cos(n6 - oO), 
where k, and k, are arbitrary constants and 
Suppose that (C,} is nonoscillatory. Without loss of generality, assume 
that {C,,} is eventually of positive sign; then 
cos(n0 - 6,) > 0 for n>n, 
for some n, E N. Hence the sequence (fl,], where 8, = no - fl,,, n = 1,2, . . . . 
lies in the first or the fourth quadrant. This is impossible since 0, -+ xl as 
n -+ DZ and 
0-c Ien+ 1 -8,,l =)81 <7t I? = 1, 2, . 
Therefore {C,} must be oscillatory. 
Conversely, if Eq. (10) has a positive real root, say, 1., > 0, then (,I’,’ } is 
a nonoscillatory solution for Eq. (9). This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. Every solution of Eq. (9) is oscillator~~ if and only if one 
qf the following three sets of conditions is satisfied: 
(1) 8p2(2+q)=(2p2+2pq-q+2)2, 2p”+2pq-q+2dO: 
(2) 068p2(2+q)<(2p2+2pq-q+2)‘, 2p2+2pq-q+2<0: 
(3) 8p2(2+q)>(2p2+2pq-q+2)2. 
ProojY Let II, and A2 be roots of Eq. (10). Then conditions in (1) are 
equivalent to 1, = A2 < 0. Conditions in (2) are equivalent to jV1 <i., < 0. 
Conditions in (3) are equivalent to A, and j.2 being conjugate complex 
numbers. By Lemma 1, we prove this corollary. 
THEOREM 1. Every solution of Eq. (1) is oscillatory if one of the three 
sets of conditions given in Corollary 1 holds true. 
Remark. If p = 1, then from (4), we have 
C n+,=(l+tqK,? 
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so {C,} is oscillatory if and only if 
q< -2. 
Hence the solution of Eq. (1) is oscillatory if 
q< -2. 
LEMMA 2. The trivial solution of Eq. (9) is asymptotically stable if and 
only if IAil < 1, where Ai, i = 1, 2, are roots of Eq. (10). 
ProoJ Since any solution of Eq. (9) can be written in 
where k, and k, are constants, so 
c,-+o asn-too 
if and only if 
llil < l, i= 1, 2. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2. The trivial solution qf Eq. (9) is asymptotically stable if 
and only if 
9(1-P)>O 
2p*-q>2 
and 
2p* + pq > -2. 
Proof. Let il be root of Eq. (10). By Lemma 2, the trivial solution of 
Eq. (9) is asymptotically stable if and only if llzl < 1. Using the Mobius 
transformation 
z+l A=---...- 
z-l’ 
it is well-known that lill < 1 if and only if Re z < 0, where Re z is the real 
part of number z and z is the root of the equation 
z* + 2P2-9-2z+2P2+P9+2=o 
q--P4 4-P4 . 
(11) 
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By the Routh-Hurwitz criteria, Re z < 0 if and only if 
2P2-Y-2>o 
9-P9 
which is again equivalent to 
2p*-q-2>0 
4-P4>0 
2p*+pq+2>0 
or 
2p2-q-2<0 
9-P4<0 
2p'+pq+2<0. 
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(13) 
But the conditions in (13) are inconsistent since the addition of those three 
inequalities yields the contradiction 
4p2 < 0. 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2. The trivial solution of Equation (1) is asymptotically stable 
lf one qf the following two sets qf conditions is satisfied: 
(1) y(t) isnot linearon C-4,0], Ip(>l and 
4(1- P)>O, 2p* -q > 2, 2p*+pq> -2 
(2) y(t) is linear on [ - i, 01, and 
9(1- P)>O, 2p*-q>2, 2p'+pq> -2, 
where y(t) is any solution of Eq. ( 1). 
Before proving Theorem 2, let us try to solve Eq. (1) with given y( - $) 
and y(O), at those integral points and their mid-points. Previously we had 
l'(t)+p~v(t+1)=y(n)+py(n+~)+q.v(n)(t-n) (4) 
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for t~[n-i,n+$), and 
y(t)+py(t+~)=y(n+l)+py(n+3)+qy(n+l)(t-n-1) (6) 
for t~[n+i,n+j). 
If IZ = 0, letting r = - 1 and using (4), we have 
Y 
( > 
-; + PY(O) = Y(O) + py ; -; qy(O), 
0 
SO 
Y(;)=j[Y( -1) +PYW-Y(o)+lqYto) . 
I 
Letting t -+ i, then 
Y ; +PY(l)=Y(o)+py f +&y(O), 
0 0 
SO 
If n = 0, letting I = 1 and using (6), we have 
Y ; +PY(l)=Y(l)+PY ; +lYU), 
0 0 
so 
Y(;)=;[Y(;) +PY(l)--Y(l~+;qYw . 1 
Letting t -+ 5, then 
Y ; +PY(2)=Y(l)+PY ; +;qYu), 
0 0 
so 
Y(2)=; Y(l)+PY 5 -Y 2 +py(l) l[ (‘1 (‘1 l 1 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
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Carrying out this process inductively leads to 
Y n+T -p Y “-5 +PYwl;(n)+~qY(n) ( ‘)-‘[ ( 7 1 (18) 
?.(n+l)=p y(n)+py n+j -) n+2 +jqJ(n) '[ ( ') ( ') 1 ' ] (19) 
From (18) and (19), it is easy to see that 
y(n + 4, -+ 0, asn+x 
if and only if 
If the initial function (2) is given, then we can solve Eq. (1 ), explicitly in 
terms of yO( t), - 4 < t < 0 and y(n) and ~(n + 4) for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
First of all, consider the homogeneous difference quation 
y(t) + py( t + ;, = 0 te[n-$,n+$). (20) 
Equation (20) is equivalent to 
y(t-$+py(t)=O te [n, n+ 1). (21) 
Let y,Jt) be the solution of Eq. (21) and t = n + 0, 0 d 0 6 1, then 
?.Ar)=~Yh 1‘ ( 1 t-- 2, 
Inductively, we have 
1 
y,+(t)= (-P; 
i 
2n+l Yo 0-i ( > for040<:, 
(-P) 
2n+2 Yo(O- 1) fori<f?< 1, 
where y,(t) is given on [ - 4, 01. 
Secondly, assume the solution of the nonhomogeneous equation 
Y(f) + P.Y(f + ;, = z(t) tE[n-$,n+$, (22 1 
which is equivalent to 
y(t-$)+py(t)=z(t--1 te[n,n+ I), (23) 
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to be y(t), where z(t) is a given function. Then 
where x(t) is a function of t. Hence 
y/At- 4, x(t - $, + py/Jt) x(t) =z(t - 4). 
Now 
Y/At - t, + py/dt) = 0, 
SO 
Y/it - 3 x(t - 4, - yJt - +, x(t) = z(t - $). 
Therefore 
( ) 
z(t - ;, 
x t-; -x(t)=- 
Y/At - 2 
Summing up yields 
x e-i -x(t)= 1( ) 
2n-1 z@+$) 
k=-lyh(e+;k) for OGe4 
and 
Now 
SO 
x(t)=1 tE -;,o ) [ 1 
*n-l z(e+ ;k) l-- c 
x(t) = 
I 
k = -l h(e + sk) for oce<i 
*n-l z(e+ +kk) 
l- c 
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Hence for 0 < 8 < i, we have 
k= -1 t-p)- k-IyO(e-;) 
and for i<fI< 1, we have 
y(r) =l:/Jt) x(l) 1 =(-PI 2n + 2 Yo(d - 1) [ 1-;xe: ;;;e;T;)] 7 
1 =(-P) 2n+2Yo(e-l) l-,c,(-,,“p:~“u~e-l)] [ 
2nm I 
2n I 
=( -p)p”-2 Yowl)- c (-P)~~~~+5(e+tk). (25) 
kc ~-2 
Next, we determine function z(t) in Eq. (22). If t E [n, n + i), then Eq. ( 1 ) 
reduces to 
i.e., 
y(t)+py ‘+s -c,+py n+i +qc,(t-n), 
( ‘>- ( ‘1 
SO 
z(t)=c,,(i+qe)+pt~(n+f) +,.+i). (26) 
If t E [n + $, n + l), then equation (1) reduces to 
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i.e., 
At)+l?Y I+; =G+* ( ) 
+py .+; +qC,+,(t-n- l), 
( ) 
SO 
z(t)=C,+,[l+q(e-l)]+py n+: ( 2) f++;,n+l). (27) 
Using (24), (25), (26), and (27), we can express y(t) explicitly. 
Case I. 0~8~;. We have 
At) = Yb + 0) 
-[(-/?-2n-1CO+(-P)-2n+‘C1+ ... +(-p)-‘C,](l+q(B-1)) 
_ (-p)-‘“-‘y ; +(-,)-2n+l 0 y ; + ... +(-p)-‘y 0 p 
- C(-P)-2”CO+(-P)-2n+2C,+ ... +(-p)-*c,J(l+qe) 
-[(-P)~‘Dg(l)+(-p)-‘“i’ (3) y 2 + .‘. +(-p)-*y n-i ( )I p. 
Let 0 = 0; then 
y(n)=(-p)-*“-‘y, -5 ( > 
- [(-p)-‘“-I c,+ (-p)-*“+’ c, + ‘. . + (-p)-’ C,](l -q) 
- [ (-p)-‘“-‘y ; +(-p)-2”+ly ; + 0 0 ... +(-p)-‘y n+; ( 11 p 
- C(-pJ2” c, + (-p)r2”+* c, + .. . + (-p)-’ C,,,] 
-[(-P)~““Y(~)+(_P)-*“+Lg(~)+ . . . +(-p)-‘p(n-;)]p. 
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Let 0 -+ 4, then 
-[(-p)-2nCO+(-p)-2H+*C,+ ... +(-p) *c,, , 1 ;q 
I( -- 1 
-[(-p)--n~(f)+(--p)-*ni-i(i)+ ... +(-PI ‘.+-r)lP. 
So we have 
= ( -p) -~ *n- 1 y, 8-i -(-p)-*“-‘y, 
( > ( > 
-; t-y(n) 
- c(-p)-*“-’ c,+ (-p)-*“+’ c, + ..’ +(-p) -’ C,] go 
-C(-p)~2”Co+(-p)~2”+2C1+ “.+(-p)-*Cnm,]qe (28) 
or 
y(r)=y(n+8) 
=( -p)y”4 y, 0-k -(-p)-*“-‘yO(0)+y n+; ( > ( > 
-[(-p)-*“+’ c,+(-p)-2”+’ c,+ . ..+(-p)-‘C.]q 
- [( -p)-2” co+ (-p)-*n+* 
(29) 
Equating both right sides of (28) and (29) yields 
qC(-p)-2”-‘CO+(-p)-2”+‘+ ... +(-p)-‘C,,] 
+qc(-p)~z”c~+(-p)~2”+2c,+ .” +(-p)-2c,m,] 
=2 (-p)-*“-‘yo(o)-(--p)~*“~‘,vo 
[ 
(-;)+YwY(n+;)]. 
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y(t)=(--p)-2”-’ [~~(e-~)+(2e-l)y,(f)-28y,(o)] 
+(I -2e)y(t2)+2e1j n+i . 
( > (30) 
Case II. i<e< 1. We have 
~(4 = YC~ + 0) 
= ( -p)-2”-2 
2n-1 
k= -2 
=(-p)-2"-2yo(e- 1) 
-C(-~)-~~-~C,+(-P)~Z"C,+ . ..+(-p)~2c.](l+q(e-l)) 
- 
[ 
(-p)y”-2y 
0 
; + (-p)-2”y (2) + ... +(-p)-2y .+; 
( )I 
p 
- [(-p)y2”-’ co+ (-p)-2”+’ c,+ . ..+(-p)-lc.,](i-q(B-~)) 
- (-p)-2”-‘y ; +(-p)-2n+’ (3) 
[ 0 y Jj + ... +(-p)-ly n+; ( )I p. 
Let 0 = $, then 
y n+; =(-p)y-2yo -; 
( 1 ( ) 
-[(-p)-2n--2CO+(-p)-2nC,+ ... +(-p)-2Cn] l-f4 
( > 
- [ (-p)-2-y 0 f +(-p)-2”y ; + 0 ... +(-p)-Zy n+;( )I p 
-[(-p)-2n-1CO+(-p)-2n+‘C,+ . ..+(-p)-‘C.] 
- [ (-p)-2+ly 0 ; +(p)-““v(3+ .,. +(-p)-ly n+; ( >I p. 
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Let 8= 1, then 
Y(n+1)=(-p)~2”~2yo(0) 
- [( -p)y2”- 2 c,+(-p)-2”c,+ . ..+(-p)- 2c,] 
- [ (-P)-‘” 5 ; 0 +(-p)-2”y ; +...+(-p) 2.v .+; 0 ! 11 p 
-t--PV2” ‘c,+(-p)-2”+‘c,+ .“+(-p) ‘C,] 1+&J 
( 1 
- (6P) 
I 
2n-‘y ; +(-p)y+‘y ; + . +(-p)m” .+; 
0 0 ( )I p. 
so 
.V(t)=(-p)-2” 2 Jde- l)-(-p)r2” m2y, (- i)+y(n+i) 
- C(-P)V2” 2 co+ C-P) 2”c,+ ‘+-p)yc,]q n-; 
( > 
- C(-p)r2”-’ c,+ (-p)- 2n+‘C1+ +(-p)yc,]q 0-i 
( > 
(31) 
or 
y(t) = (-p)-2”-2 Ycd~- l)-(-P)-2”-2Yo(0)+Y(~+ 1) 
- [(-p)- b-2 c,+(-p)p2”c,+ . ..+(-p) zc,]q(8-1) 
- [( -p)p2”p’ co+ ( -P)--2n+l c,+ ~“+(-p)-‘c,]q(e-l). 
(32) 
Equating both right sides of (31) and (32) yields 
q[( -p)m~2”-2 C,+(-p)r’“C,+ ... +(-p)p2c,] 
+q[(-p)-2”-1c,+(-p)y”+‘c,+ .‘. +(-p)-‘C,] 
= 2 
[ 
( -p)-2”P2yo(q - (-p)-2”-2 ~~(-~)+.v(~+f)-~(~+1)1. 
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Therefore 
y,(B- 1)+2(8-l)y, - (20 - 1) Y,(O) 1 
-(28- l)y(n+ 1). (33) 
Now, by using (30) and (33), we can prove Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Conditions q( 1 - p) > 0, 2p2 - q > 2, and 2p2 + pq 
> -2 listed in Theorem 2 imply that the trivial solution of Eq. (9) is 
asymptotically stable, by Corollary 2. So if y(t) is the solution of equa- 
tion (1) satisfying initial condition (2), then 
Also, previously, we proved 
y(n+;)+o, asn-kco. 
Hence if y(t) is not linear on [ - 4, 01, i.e., 
.h(e - &I + (28 - 1) Y,( - 9 - 2eh(o) z 0 for o<e<; 
or 
y,(e- i)+2(e-i)yo(-+(2e- i)y,(o)fo for $<e<i, 
then, using (30) or (33), it follows that 
At) + 07 ast-+co 
if 
which completes the proof of (1) in Theorem 2. 
If y(t) is linear on [ - $, 01, then (30) and (33) reduce to 
y(t)=(i -28)~+1)+28~+2+;) oGe<; 
and 
u(t) = 2eytn + f) - (28 - i ) J+I + 1) &esi, 
which lead to 
At) -+ 0, as t-+cO 
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since 
An) -+ 0 and y(n + ;, -+ 0, asn-+Jc. 
This completes the proof. 
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